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Three-Phase Power Circuits 
The transmitter is probably the single most expensive piece of 

equipment at any radio station. You can usually make do when 
something in the studio goes up in smoke; there's usually enough 
redundancy somewhere ( in most stations) to, at least, allow you to 
get some type of audio on the air. 

The real problem occurs when the transmitter dies. The only 
reason most stations have backup transmitters is that, usually, the 
standby was the original on-air unit in the first place! How many 
stations do you know of that will go out and buy a standby transmit-
ter for a few thousand dollars, when the main transmitter is in 
working condition? I can hear it now. "We're on the air, aren't we? 
Why do we need another one." Of course, it's like running a taxi 
service with one cab, but that's another story. 

There are usually more important things to spend station 
money on -- like ratings buffoonery, silk station jackets with outra-
geously large call letters, and fake ten-foot-high boom-boxes. Some-
how, the transmitter is out of sight, out of mind. Until, of course, at 
2:00 a.m. you hear, "Honey, it's the station calling." If you don't have 
a reliable standby transmitter, then you must have reliable voltage 
surge and phase-loss protection. 

It's probably easier to pick out those areas in the country that 
e n affected ovuebrny-dceuthruvenondltteaigrsesstoanrmedspanihnaesdelyigholoustsnceinsgalr.iDteeurnairoinitygufnactohemunmsdooenrn-. 

an  ry  
storm, over It's e unbelievable what the loss of a phase can do to 3-phase blower 

m o t ors.t or  T the motor housing. Many motor control contactors have over-cur-

rent protection built into their circuits. The problem occurs when 
the motor is running and loses a phase. Many times it will just keep 
on running, without tripping the over-load protection. A few times 
like this, over the years, and that motor is going to die. I don't know 
about you, but I've never had too many spare 3-phase motors lying 
around. 

Of course there are other things that phase-loss and voltage 
surges can do to equipment, but my point is, if you have 3-phase 
gear, it needs protection. Now, how do you do it? Let Radio Guide 
and the rest of us know what you've done to protect your site 
against phase-loss and voltage fluctuations. Send it in; we'll print it. 

 Wit 
You receive an important extra with 

every quality TTC transmitter... 
We're there with Total Support if you 

need us. Our 24-hour Total Support 
Hot Line lets you call for technical, 
engineering, or maintenance support at 

se any time. All our transmitters and 
translators are made with strict attention 
to quality control. 

Get to know TTC and our full line of 
AM and FM Transmitters, made in the 
U.S.A.—FM from 10 Watts to 40,000 
Watts, AM from 500 Watts to 50,000 
Watts. For more information, call TTC: 
Television Technology Corporation 
(303) 665-8000 • FAX: (303) 673-9900 

The Quality is TTC 

1st Anniversary Reflections 
The Radio Guide has been in print for a year. Anniversaries are 

always a time for reflection. This time I'd like to to think of the 
people that helped Radio Guide to become what it is. Radio Guide 
would not exist without the continued support of its advertisers. 
More importantly, where could it be without your technical contri-
butions? It's a partnership, of sorts. 

The objective is what is important -- the dissemination of tech-
nical information to all broadcast engineers. It doesn't come cheap, 
and someone's got to foot the bill; our advertisers are doing that. If 
it's going to come at all, then you've got to give of yourself and send 
your technical information to Radio Guide for publication. 

As I've said before, Radio Guide does not rely on a staff of 
writers or columnists. We rely on your individual technical contribu-
tions. The need is in the field, so that's where the information 
should come from. So far, you've done well, and I thank you. But 
since the need is continuous, I'll keep addressing it. 

Finally, what some consider to be a touchy subject; your reac-
tion to our advertisers. If you've talked with me on the phone, you 
already know my feelings on that subject -- here it is. I will never ask 
you to buy a product, because it is advertised in Radio Guide. That 
is between you and the manufacturer or distributor. What I do, is 
simply provide space for that firm's message to reach you. Many 
times the decision to purchase is made quite a while after being 
exposed to product information in various publications. 

If you truly feel that your purchase decision was influenced by 
Radio Guide, then let the advertiser know about it. I can only offer 
the promise of results, you can offer the proof -- but only if it's a 
fact! 

Next month we will discover how to build an Octopus Compo-
nent Tester. Also, info on the upcoming Madison Conference. 
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Telco RF Filter Address 

Quite a few of you have called to ask where the Suttle Appara-
tus telephone RF filter can be obtained. The article regarding this 
RF filter can be found in the May, 1989 issue of Radio Guide. 

Michael Mallory in Roopville, Georgia, found the address of the 

company: 
Suttle Apparatus 

P.O. Box 28 

Lawrence, IL 62429 

(618) 943-5721 

They apparently only sell through distributors, but at least you 
can call them and find out where their distributors are. Michael says 
that the distributor in Atlanta is Power & Telephone Inc. ( 404) 691-

6813. 

Thanks Mike, for the info . . . Editor 

Bauer Transmitter Anyone? 

Richard Jenkins, GM of K-LOVE, in Santa Rosa, California, 
wrote to ask if there's anyone who could help him out. They've got 
an old Bauer 607A, 1 kW FM transmitter. It is very unstable. 
They've put in a lot of parts, but when the plate-on is hit, it goes 
intermittent. Give him a call, if you've got the answer. 

Tone Oscillator Circuit Snafu 

In the last issue (June, 1989) of Radio Guide, there was an 
article on page 8 by Robert Hensler, regarding a tone oscillator 
circuit. The schematic looked real good until ( of course) everything 
was printed and sent out. It was pointed out to me that the 741 op-
amp did not have any pin numbers on it - - my fault Robert. 

Here is the schematic with the proper pin numbers in place. 

Please-We Need Your Help! 

If you have any short tech-tips, send them in or better still, call 
me at (507) 280-9668 and we'll talk about them. Remember, it 

doesn't do anyone any good if you keep that information to your-

self. Don't assume that everyone knows about your special tech-
nical tip. Send them in - - they'll be printed in the next issue. 

Ifwe're doing alright, let us know. Ifwe're not serving your needs, 
let us know that too - - and at the same time be sure and tell us 
what you think needs correction, modification or expansion. 

NO VENEER OR PLASTIC, 

PLEASE. 

COMPACT 

° ogie 
DIG TAL AUDIO 

beYfAlw iq 

Nothing but solid oak or solid walnut will do! 40- and 
80-capacity lazy susan compact disc storage cabinets 
in either solid oak or solid walnut. 

40-capacity (D) $79.95 
80-capacity (D) $99.95 

800-622-0022  
ATLANTA CHICAGO DALLAS BroadcastA LLIED  Equipment 
LOS ANGELES RICHMOND - A HARRIS COMPANY 

CARTING 
RECORDS?? 

YOU NEED SYNCHROSTART! SynchroStart makes dub-
bing records or CDs to cartridge a 'one-button' operation. 
Produce carts that are tightly cued and consistent with no 
guesswork. Just hit the START button ... the turntable starts, 
audio mutes during the start-up, then just when the stylus is 
precisely at the beginning of audio, audio is switched on 
smoothly and the cart machine starts! All automatically. Whether 
carts are dubbed by the PD or by the 'nighttime college kid', 
they'll all be tight and perfectly cued every time. In Stock. 

HENRY ENGINEERING 
(818) 355-3656 

We Build Solutions 
I. 
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Telephone System Input 
By Jim Turner - TVM Enterprises 

Kulpmont, Pennsylvania 

If your station is considering the purchase of its own telephone 
system, you, as Chief Engineer, should become involved in the 
decision making process. Not only will you show your boss you care 
about the operation, but it may give your supervisors some technical 
insight without a sales pitch. In other words, you'll serve as a valu-
able advisor to what some may consider simply a business decision. 

If your studio is located at the transmitter site, then the most 
important consideration for that new telephone system is RF immu-
nity. The facts are simple - - the more electronics added to the 
system, the greater the chance of RF pick-up. Ask questions about 
the proposed system's usage at other stations and what testing has 
been done within a strong RF field. If you've ever tried to eliminate 
RFI in a telephone system, you know the headaches involved. So 
don't borrow trouble. Get it in writing that the new system is guar-
anteed free from RFI. The same is true of power surges and light-
ning strikes. Ask to see a complete schematic of the entire system, 
so that you can judge for yourself the quality of design. 

If your station does talk-shows then the ease of conferencing 
calls becomes an important consideration. Many talk-show guests 
can only be obtained if they don't leave their home or office. As 
such, it's very important that the host can easily connect outside 
callers to the guest. Many systems require a formidable procedure of 
button pushing to accomplish it. In others you can accomplish 
conferencing by just holding down two buttons. In any event, check 
it out before the purchase, on an operating system. 

One of the good features about the old Com-Key system was 
that you could see the line ringing from just about any angle. A light 
bulb inside the line button had its light diffused by the button, thus 
assuring visibility. That feature is non-existent with a simple LED 
arrangement. While you may or may not use studio muting for the 
ringer, many times you can see the line blinking before you are in a 
position to hear it. You'll appreciate it when you're trying to call 
after hours. 

What about recorder or console attachments? Can this be easily 
performed or is the audio circuitry so tricky that you risk an un-
usual imbalance if you try it? Again, have any other radio stations 
ever used the system? 

The same goes for muting the audio and ringer. On the old 
mechanical style key systems, both operations were simple. But 
with the totally electronic systems you can render the system inop-
erative or destroy components if you do it incorrectly. Check out in 
advance with the schematic. 

In conclusion, the most important question you can ask the 
smiling salesperson is, "What other stations are using your system?" 
If they cannot provide you with any, then look elsewhere. You 
should get all of your requirements guaranteed in writing as well as 
obtain a complete service manual for the system. Make a complete 
list of your current requirements to give to the salespeople, rather 
that allowing them to sell you what they think you need. Heck, 
maybe they've never been in a radio station before and don't have 
the foggiest idea of what a beeper is or what "remote" means. 

Power-Transformer Testing 
By Lee Eichelberger - Contract Engineer 

Kuna, Idaho 

208-922-3390 

I have used this procedure for testing transformers for several 
years and found that it works very well. The transformer that is to 
be tested should have all primary and secondary leads disconnected 
and the transformer core should be connected to a good ground. 

Connect one side of the secondary to the core. Put a trouble 
light in series with the primary to limit high fault current and to use 
as a current draw indicator. Connect the primary leads, with the 
trouble light in series, to 120 VAC. If the transformer is good, there 
will be enough reverse EMF to reduce the brightness of the bulb. If 
the transformer is bad, the bulb will operate at full brightness. 

If the transformer under test is a three-phase unit, the test will 
have to be repeated three times, once for each winding. I would 
emphasize that one side of the secondary under test needs to be 
connected to the core, which in turn is grounded. I used this test 
procedure to find a fault that even a transformer winding shop 
missed. 

High Performance 
FM Transmitters From 
30 to 50,000 Watts. 

Value and performance combined. 
Powerful FM transmitters from TTC give 
you the most Watts per dollar without 
sacrificing performance or reliability. Clean, 
uncomplicated design is the key. 

Quality built to last. TTC gives you 
reliability that is virtually maintenance free, 
featuring conservatively rated components, 
relay logic and full VSWR protection. 

The acclaimed Model X Exciter. Each 
TTC FM transmitter features the revolution-
ary Model X Exciter for smoother bass, 
cleaner highs, and greater loudness. 

Television Technology Corporation 
650 South Taylor Avenue 
Louisville, Colorado 80027 
(303) 665-8000 • FAX: (303)673-9900 

The Quality is 77t 

• Field proven design 

• Vacuum variable tuning 

• Rugged quality construction 

• Unequaled stereo performance 

• Total customer support 

• Two year warranty available 

CRL SPOTLIGHT 
Converting to the 
NRSC Standard? 

Want to Improve Coverage 
of Your Station? 

Avalon Gain Cotagoller 

rs' 

Pesk Modulateare ‘Cau— 

—.ewer 

CRL's AM2 audio processing system is a COST EFFECTIVE way to 

convert your station to the NRSC standard, and in many cases 

improve your coverage as well. The two unit system consists of a 

two-band AGC unit with our dynafex8 single ended noise reduction 

circuitry (AGC-400) followed by our tri-band peak modulation 

controller (PMC-450). Split studio and transmitter sites? Use the AGC 

unit at the studio and the limiter at the transmitted An adjustable 

presence band boost lets you augment vocal clarity and punch. A 

patented overshoot corrected low-pass filter ensures maximum 

modulation control. Low frequency tilt correction circuits plus 

adjustable asymmetry levels assure compatibility with all transmitter 

types. Suggested retail price is only S2995. Our -Two WEEK TRIAL 
PROGRAM will prove to you how sound of an investment the AM2 

mono system is. Call or write us NOW for details. 

= = 
= 

SYSTEMS 

CRL Systems 
2522 West Geneva Drive 

Tempe, Arizona 85282 USA. 
18001 535-7648 (6021 438-0888 
TELEX: 350464 
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Home Brew Plate Blocker 
By Alan Roycroft - Broadcast Services Inc. 

Honolulu, Hawaii 

Nothing is more disheartening than to find the transmitter 
meters all reading "tilt," nothing going out over the air, and you 

don't have the needed part. 

A common problem is the plate blocker found on most later FM 
transmitters. It consists of a metal sleeve or tube swaged around the 
outside final PA tube mounting, with an insulating cuff made from 
Teflon tape about 6 inches wide. This device prevents the DC plate 
voltage from passing on to the Pi network, but does pass the RF 

signal. Usually a replacement is never on hand, and it takes between 
two days and two weeks to obtain one. 

Stuck with this problem, I decided to "home brew" a blocker. 

First get a small electrical grinder fitted with a thin flat grinding 
wheel. Remove the blocker assembly from the transmitter, but do 
not attempt to pry the two metal sleeves apart. They are pressure 
fitted and you will distort them. Carefully cut a narrow groove down 
one side of the outer sleeve, ensuring that you do not mark the 
surface of the inner sleeve which contacts the tube's plate. Once 
apart, remove the insulation and clean up the cut - - especially the 
inside of the cut. Finish off the cut with varying grades of emery 
paper. 

If you are really out in the sticks, call on a local draftsperson or 
architect and ask for some acetate drawing paper ( even if it's used). 
I ran a 10 kW CCA for some months using paper that had a wonder-
ful drawing of a public toilet. Next, obtain two hose clamps. The 
local truck and trailer supplier will have some 7-inch sizes. Wrap 
about 4 or 5 layers of the paper around the inner sleeve, being 
careful not to wrinkle the material. Then wrap the outer sleeve into 
place, securing it with the two hose clamps. During re-assembly of 
the blocker, arrange the screws or tightening nuts on the hose clamp 

in a position away from grounded components so there is less 
chance of a flash-over. If the clamping bolt extends beyond the nut 

on the hose clamp, grind it off, and tidy up any sharp edges. Do not 
over-tighten the clamps. 

Test the repaired blocker on low power for a few hours and 
then up to full power, watching out for any arcing. If there is, make 
sure where the arc occurs; it may be just some part you have bent 
out of position and may have nothing to do with the modification. If 
you have more than 6 kV of plate voltage, you may need extra turns 
of paper, or you may even find some Teflon paper in some corner of 
town. At least the acetate paper will get you on the air while the 
Teflon paper arrives. It sure saves the $800 for a new blocker. 

RPU Transmitter Feed 
By John Maples - WMYU-FM 

Knoxville, Tennessee 

615-693-1020 

Should your SCA no longer be in use, you can use the Mux-2 of 

your STL to key and modulate a VHF RPU base station located at 
your main transmitter site, using your subcarrier generator/demod 

equipment. 

Simply add the following transistor switching circuit to the 
demod unit, and a mike and amplifier to your generator. This is a 
good alternative to using a telephone line. Line charges for this 
purpose can be significant, especially if the site is in another county, 
where the altitude is important. 

Moseley SCD-8 Demod 
TP-6 - FET gate <  

closed with signal 

V- <  

1N4148 1N4735 (6.2V zener) 

Radio Schack 275-232 Relay 

VHF Base <  
Control 

2N2222A 

 > V + 
5.1V pwr. Supply 

You Decide. 
When it comes to the FM audio chain, no single product is. 
right for ewryone. Take your pick from lnovonics' lineup of 
best-value, Dest-qt..ality system components. Use ours to-
gether, or ours with "theirs." We leave it up to you. 

705 FM /FMX1rm 
STEREO GENERATOR 

Digital subcarrier and pilot generation. Pre- emphasis, lowpass 
filters, overshoot correction and overmod protection — all 
built in. CBS/NAB s FMX" system available as a low cost 
plug-in optiom. 

- • X ,"2.7 e • 

250 PROGRAMMABLE 
STEREO PROCESSOR 

Gated AGC 5-band Compressor , FM Limiter. Presettable 
processing programs can be "called up" for format changes. 
Optional RS-232 bus for computer remote control. 

.II 255 TRIBAND/PWM 
STEREO PROCESSOR 

Fully gated AGC and 3- band Compressor , FM Limiter. 
Widest range of use control over subjective parameters for 
conservative to very aggressive results. Many unique features. 

260 BASIC STEREO 
AUDIO PROCESSOR 

Gated AGC Compressor FM Limiter; ideal for educational 
FM, TV audio. STL's. tape transfer, many other uses. Unbeat-
able value! 

PERFORMANCE AND VALUE WITHOUT COMPROMISE 

“ieigior dine% Y 

Inovonics Inc. 
1305 Fair Avenue, Santa Cruz, CA 95060 U S A 
(408) 458-0552 

Time to Rack 'n' Rail 
Our new RK racks combine economy, convenience and great looks. 
Rails are drilled and tapped. Shipped knocked-down, these racks 

tssemble in minutes. lins low introductory price includes installation 

tools and we will ship via UPS ground service to the contiguous US at 

no extra charge. Ilow many can you use today? 

8 rack spaces (14") $77.00 

12 rack spaces (21") $87.00 

16 rack spaces (28") $97.00 

BRADLEY 

BROADCAST 

SALES 
8101 Cessna Avenue 
Gaithersburg, Maryland 20879-4177 

800-732-7665 / 301-948-0650 
Fax: 301-330-7198 
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4, 6 & 8 MIXER, SINGLE AND DUAL 
CHANNEL STEREO, $1395 TO $2950!! NOW AVAILABLE!! 

PROGRAMMBALE, MIX/M NUS 
BUSS WITH BALANCED OUT. 

The incredible, new 
xL SERIES audio consoles. 

FIELD PROVEN 
The new xL SERIES consoles utilize much of the same high 
performance technology that has made our audio switchers, 
DA's, preamps & mixers famous the world over. And, as you 
are reading this, these new consoles are proving themselves 
in numerous installations across the country. "No RF prob-
lems of any kind"..."Our sound has noticeably improved 
since installing your boards"...."Our people really enjoy he 
ease of operation"..."Would recommend your consoles to 
anyone that asks"... Your console actually tested out better 
than your spec's". 

NEW TECHNOLOGY LOWERS COSTS 
Dramatic new developments in IC technology have enabled 
us to design these consoles with fewer components and 
naturally less labor. The end results are not only a significant 
price reduction and higher performance than previously 
possible but, in addition, higher reliability. 

MORE BANG FOR THE BUCK 
Huge expanded scale, -40dB to +3dB, multi-colored LED 
VU meters (4" 8i readable in bright light across the room); 
Four individual meters on dual channel units; Switch pro-
grammable muting on each mixer and input; Nine input 
selects on the last channel; Mono sum output: Plug-,n 
modules for ease of service; Optional switch programmable 
remote control start/stop; Remote start/stops use front panel 
input and output selects or input select and pot up start/ pot 
down stop; Double shielding for total RFI protection...and as 
you'll see in the rest of this ad ... much, much more. 

FOR THE SKEPTICS 
Anyone can write an ad touting the virtues of their product. 
Well, we have always felt that we haven't passed muster until 
you say so. That's why all RAMKO products are shipped or 
a two week trial basis. You're the final judge. No ifs, ands. 
or buts; Simply put, if at any time within two weeks o' 
receiving your equipment you are not entirely satisfied, or 
have just changed your mind, return it in like new condition. 
Upon verification of condition an immediate refund (less 
shipping charges) will be issued, for prepayment or C.O.D.s, 
or your account will be credited if purchased open account. 
What more could anyone ask? Pricing that will save you 
hundreds of dollars... Unsurpassed quality & performance_A 
no risk opportunity to prove to yourself that you get exactly 
what you want and everything we claim is true. And, 
everything we manufacture is backed by a 2 year warranty. 

DON'T DELAY 
Call RAMKO RESEARCH direct or your RAMKO dealer for 
`urthe- information or to place your order. You have nothing 
to lose except perhaps some preconceived notions about 
how much quality really costs. 

TOLL FREE (800)678-1357 

FAX (916)635-0907 

R AM  KO RESEARCH 
3501 #4 SUNRISE BLVD. 
RANCHO CORDOVA, CA 95742 
(916635-3600 

FEATURES OVERVIEW: 

1. EXPANDED SCALE VU METERS 
(-40dB to +3dB) multi-colored LED 
2. PLUG-IN SHIELDED INPUT MOD-
ULES. 
3. MIC/LINE SELECT JUMPERS ON 
EACH CHANNEL 
4. MONO/STEREO FEED SELECT 
ON EACH CHANNEL 
5. GAIN SELECT PATCH PANEL 
ON EACH INPUT. 

6.PROGRAMMABLE MUTING 
SWITCHES ON EACH INPUT. 
7. NINE INPUTS ON LAST CHAN-
NEL 
8. 2 WATT CUE AMP. 
9. ROCK SOLID, SHORT CIRCUIT 
PROOF SUPPLY WITH LED INDI-
CATORS. 
10. MONITOR SELECT/GAIN CON-
TROL. Prog1/Prog2/External 
11. PHONES SELECT/GAIN CON-
TROL. Prog1/Prog2/External/Cue 
12. INTERNAL CUE SPEAKER. 
13. VCA CONTROLLED MIXERS 
14. PADDED ARM REST. 
15. MONO SUM OUTPUT. 
16. PLUG-IN IC'S THROUGHOUT. 
17. FOUR INDIVIDUAL PWR. 
SUPPLIES. Meters, Cue amp., 
Power amp, Main audio 
18. INSTANT ACCESS. Two, 

- PARTIAL SPECIFICATIONS - - 

INPUTS: Two per channel except 
the last channel which has nine. 
Balanced bridging 1k ohms in mic 
mode & 150k ohms high level. Input 
#1 of each channel programmable 
mic thru high level. Input #1 of each 
charnel may be strapped for mono 
or stereo feed. 
OUTPUTS: Balanced low imped-
ance, +25dBm max into 600 ohms. 
May be used balanced or unbal-
anced. Stereo sum balanced out 
Program outputs factory set for 
+8dBm but may be recalibrated for 

quarter turn fasteners 
19. ILLUMUNATED 5 MILLION OP-
ERATION IN/OUT SELECT 
SWITCHES. 
20. HIGH VOLTAGE SOLID STATE 
AUDIO SWITCHES. Cannot be over-
driven nor damaged by overvoltage. 
21. EXTERNAL 20 WATT POWER 
AMP. 
22. ON AIR LIGHTS RELAY. 

xL82S shown 

23. REMOTE START/STOP OP-
TION. Programmable for operation 
from in/out select switches or mixer 
pot-up start & mixe - pot-down stop. 
24. COMPLETE IN7ERNAL LABEL-
ING. All labeling fo - ins & out's, gain 
adjusts, programming, levels, etc., is 
provided internally for easy installa-
tion. 

-.610111111..«, 

any other level. 
METERING: Expanded scale, 4" solid 
state tri-color with VU ballistics. 2 each 
on single channel units & 4 each on 
dual channel models. 
MONITOR: Stereo, muted monitor 
outputs @ +4dBm. External 20 watt 
stereo amp included. Three position 
selector for PRO1, PROG2 & EXTER-
NAL in. 
CUE: Mono-sum to 2 watt internal amp 
& speaker and phones. Switch pro-
grammable speaker muting. 
S/N: Mic level in @ -50dBm & +8dBm 

MCDELS & LIST PRICES: 

xL41 S $1395 
4 mixer single channel stereo 
x L42s $1650 

4 mixer dual channel stereo 
xL 61S $1975 
6 mixer single channel stereo 
xL62S $2375 
6 m'xer dual channel stereo 

xL81S $2650 
8 mixer single channel stereo 

xL82S $2950 
8 mixer dual channel stereo 

RSS4 $225 
Remote start/stop (xL4) 

RSS6/8 $325 
Remote start/stop (x16 & xL8) 

out; -68db. High level @OdBm in & 
+8dBm out; -75dB(typically -78dB). 
DIST: Below noise floor. Typically 
.009%. 
RESP: 10Hz-201.,Hz; + 1dB 
CROSSTALK: PROG1 to PROG2; 
-70DB. 
SIZE: xL4..19"W x 8.5"Ft x 17"D. 

xL6..25"W x 8.5"H x 17"D 
xL8..30"W x 8.514. x 17"D 

POWER: 115VAC, 50/60HZ, 40W. 
230VAC available at additional 
charge. 
FINISH: Polyurethane Carbide 
black, Linear wh te, Ramko Grey. 

LF6 Contact factory 

Linear faders; Available6/89 
LF8 Contact factory 
Linear faders; Available 6/89 
PS230B $50 
230VAC power source 



Resolving RF Interference 
By Time Walker - Broadcast Consultant 

Ruffin, North Carolina 

919-939-2065 

With population densities increasing around antenna sites and 
more stations increasing output power, the likelihood of stations 
receiving neighborhood interference complaints are increasing also. 
Even if the FCC didn't expect the radio station to be instrumental in 

resolving the interference, it's just good public relations to do so. 
You never know, that irate caller complaining about our station 
interfering with his or her TV reception may be on the rezoning 
committee or some other governing body next year, and broadcast-
ers need fewer critics in high places, not more. Here is a systematic 
approach to resolving interference complaints that has proved 
successful in nearly ever instance that I've encountered. 

The Systematic Solution 

First, be a sympathetic listener. This step is as important as all 
that follow. Most complaining parties don't call until they get really 
mad, and they're in no frame of mind to here you respond with 
"Well, our station was here first!", or "Most cheap receivers have 
that problem.", or "It's not our fault, you need to have the telephone 

company fix that." I know of a physician who complained several 
times to a station about being unable to use his residential tele-
phone because of interference from the station, and was told by a 
station employee each time, "Oh, I'm sure it's not as bad as you 
make it sound." That was the extent of the station's efforts until the 

good doctor called and asked for the FCC's address so he could 
complain to them. 

Get as much information as possible from the complaining 
party. Ask questions using non-technical language. Seek out the 

details with leading questions like: "Does this happen all of the time 
or only during the day?", "Does the music get louder on rainy 
days?", "Have you always heard that radio station on your tele-
phone?", etc., so that you have a clear understanding of the nature 
of the interference. 

Attempt to identify the source of the interference using informa-
tion supplied by the complaining party and you own on-site observa-
tions. Determine the frequency of the interference and if it's an 
integral harmonic harmonic of the station's frequency. Look for 
audio bars in the TV picture that fluctuate with the station's modula-
tion. Interrupt the station's carrier briefly and determine if the 
interference disappears. Switch to alternate or standby transmitters, 
change power, change antennas or patterns, and observe the results. 

Evaluate the environment around the equipment receiving 

interference and try to determine 
how the interfering signal is getting 
into it. Measure the field strength in 
the area where the interference is 
reported. Determine if the complain-
ing party's equipment is grounded 
and constructed of RF shielding 
material. Check whether the inter-
ference persists briefly, after the 
equipment's power cord has been 
removed from the wall and it's 
power supply bleeds down. If not, 
perhaps the interference is entering 
through the power cord. Remove a 
receiver's antenna connection and 
observe the results. 

Direct Interference 

You may discover any of several 
mechanisms at work. Direct inter-
ference can result from rectification 
of an AM signal in the early audio 
stages of an amplifier. I once found 
that a loose speaker wire in a 
church PA system was detecting the 

2,000 mV/m AM signal to the extent 
that it invaded the early amplifier 
stages at the most inconvenient 
times. (continued on page 7) 
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RF Interference... (continued) 
You'll seldom find equipment, outside the studio/transmitter 

environment, that is properly RF grounded. AC power circuit's 
safety grounds usually don't function effectively in the RF domain. 
I've found that a good RF ground is an excellent point to begin 
eliminating interference, Find a nearby water pipe ground or, if 
necessary, implant a dedicated ground stake near the equipment. 

Determine if the transmitter is harmonically clean, if your 
investigations indicate that the interference is harmonically related 
to your station's frequency. Measure the harmonic content of the 
station's signal at various locations. If the harmonic content fluctu-
ates drastically from location to location, look for some local genera-
tor of the harmonics. I located a power pole guy wire that made 
intermittent contact with a steel structural member of an elevated 
water tank. Atop the water tank was, you guessed it, the county's 
emergency fire transceiving antenna which operated on the exact 
30th harmonic of the local radio station. The nearby AM station's 
transmitter was clean but the harmonics generated at this intermit-
tent connection occasionally precluded communications by the 
county fire marshal, which made him very unhappy. 

Indirect Interference 

Direct interference manifestations may appear to be a time-
consuming hunt-and-find proposition but, to me, they don't even 
compare to indirect interference. By indirect interference, I mean 
intermodulation products generated by the presence of several 
signals which, mixed non-linearly, produce sum and difference 
products, as well as the fundamental element. These can be gener-
ated inside the equipment being interfered with, or external to it. 
Receiver front ends that are overloaded by one or more strong 
signals can render a receiver almost useless for receiving anything 
except the strong signals. I've discovered externally generated inter-
modulation (IM) products originating from gutter downspouts, tin 
roofs, fences and such. I investigated one case that reported interfer-
ence on 44 frequencies! Fortunately, the complaining party was an 
amateur radio operator who had carefully measured all the frequen-
cies. I used a computer to analyze the relationships of these frequen-
cies and discovered that they were either harmonics or IM products 
of the four AM stations serving that community. The culprit turned 
out to be in the overhead power and telephone distribution system 
of this neighborhood. IM products can be a real stinker to eliminate, 
but try to find the source and prevent the IM products from being 
generated. Part of the difficulty with IM products is that they often 
occur within the frequency band of the desired signal, so filters and 

traps are not always acceptable measures, particularly with strong 
FM signals. A field strength meter is frequently helpful in tracking 

down the local IM generator. 

Filters and Traps 

I have, on occasion, used high-pass filters very successfully on 
CATV interference when the local TV repairman and the cable TV 
people couldn't seem to get the interfering signal out of the coax. In 
these instances, however, it was the AM station's fundamental that 
was causing that was causing all the headaches and not external IM 
products. There are times when a good RF trap in the antenna or 
something as simple as as power line filter will make a big differ-

ence. 

I try to enlist assistance from the local telephone company to 
suppress RF on telephone circuits. Most local telephone companies 
will install an RF filter on the phone line and this generally works. 
One instance where it didn't work, however, was where the resident 

wired his house with 12-pair cable and left 11 pairs un-terminated. 
Simply stripping and grounding one end of these 11 pairs did the 

trick. 

Last Resorts 

If possible, I prefer to avoid the complaining party's equipment. 
Otherwise, you may discover that you're expected to provide lifelong 
free service on the equipment. In addition, most manufacture's 
warranties are void unless the equipment is modified by an author-
ized service center. If, however, this appears to be a logical course of 
action, there are several techniques that an be useful. RF bypassing 
the amplifier input (particularly microphone inputs) can sometimes 
eliminate the interference. As microphones are concerned, few 
things will beat a balanced low impedance input and matching 
microphone. And, an external antenna (with an in-line RF trap) 
shouldn't be difficult to promote when receivers suffer from interfer-
ence by the station fundamental. Who knows, maybe all that's re-
quired is just a good solid RF ground. 
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Survival In The Mountains 
By Bruce Anderson - KIQX Radio 

Durango, Colorado 

Most FM transmitter facilities, by the nature of the beast, are 
located high up. In this neck of the woods, 14,000 foot mountain 
peaks are abundant, and they make dandy transmitter sights - - 
except for the lack of accessibility, no power, harsh environment, 
and major shadowing problems in populated areas. So most of us 
here in the Rockies have opted for slightly lower environs to put our 
facilities. Relatively small peaks and ridges, where you can easily get 
to your site if you are a mountain goat, costs a fortune to have the 
local power company install an unreliable line, the wind blows the 
snow into mammoth drifts five month of the year, and the multi-
path you create in town is taken for granted since you're the only 
game in town. 

Off The Beaten Path 

Most sites around here are between 8,000 and 10,000 feet 
above sea level; most of our audience resides between 5,500 and 
9,500 feet elevation. We happen to be on a mile-long ridge we share 
with plenty of government and private communications services, the 
local VHF TV station, and another Class C FM. The road ( polite 
term) is 51/2  miles of dust in the summer, at least three times that 
long in the muck of the spring and the fall, and an indeterminable 
length when you're snow-showing up it in a winter storm. 

Only fools and tourists predict the weather in the Rockies, so 
any of us working on Smelter Mountain any time of the year are 
prepared for anything. I keep a change of warm clothing and a spare 
pair of heavy boots in the building. Also, I have a little camp stove, 
some freeze-dried food, and plenty of water stashed away in the 
building. The water, by the way, is kept far away from the equip-
ment, lest the containers freeze and burst during the winter. 

A few other simple items kept in the transmitter building can 
really keep you out of trouble. Spare sunglasses, for example, can be 
a safeguard against snow-blindness if you're working outside or have 
to hike back down to civilization. I carry plenty of spare parts for 
the truck on board the truck, and keep a battery charger handy at 
the transmitter. A bumper jack, a come-along or winch, and plenty 
of wooden blocks have gotten me unstuck a couple of times in 
transit. Stores around here do a booming business in kitty litter 
during the winter time; it's great for traction on ice. I carry some in 
the truck and also spread some around the building if I'm working 
outside. 

The winter in the Southern Rockies is cold, windy and often 
snowy. But the snow is very dry powder - - great for skiing, and 
wonderful for not sticking to things. In my five years here, I've never 
had an antenna icing problem. Nevertheless, I try not to make it a 
habit to walk around outside in the winter without a hardhat. 

Don't Ask For Trouble 

Since it's generally not seen by most people, a minimal amount 
of design consideration goes into the transmitter building. Estheti-
cally, that's tine. You don't want to entice trouble, since most sites 
go unattended. We don't even have windows in our buildings, and 
our attempted break-in rate is very low compared with a neighbor-
ing facility whose nifty building looks more like a house or drive-
through burger stand. However, the structural integrity of the build-
ing is of utmost performance since you're trying to keep a harsh 
environment away from some very valuable equipment. A snow-
bearing rciof should be designed and built commensurate with the 
amount of snowfall in the area. It should be checked each autumn 
for cracks, especially around the seams. In the winter, when con-
stant freezing and thawing can introduce melting snow into even the 
tiniest cracks, the roof ought to be monitored as often as possible 
for leaks. A week after a big storm last year, we detected a leak right 
over our standby transmitter. As a result, during the summer, we 
replaced the entire roof with one of our own design. So far, in spite 
of more snow and more radical temperature changes, not a drop of 
moisture made its way in, this past winter. 

Mountain-top broadcasters must be aware of lighting. Lightning 
will generally go for the easiest route to ground, often striking (but 
not always) the highest thing around. That's usually your tower. We 
go with the theory that, if lightning hits, expedite its way to ground, 
and be done with it. Do everything you can to get it on its way with-
out taking anything with it. We've made the tower as much a part of 
the ground as possible, through copper straps, underground grids, 
grounding rods, and plenty of bonding. It must work; before going to 
all that trouble, we took some pretty serious hits. I must assume 
that we still get struck, but now the lightning goes harmlessly off 
where it's meant to go. (continued on page 9) 
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CB Is Useful 
Survival ... (continued) 

More safety features: I keep a battery-powered CB unit at the 
transmitter, in case there's an emergency and power is out. As 
opposed to Ham or other fixed bands, there's usually somebody 
monitoring CB Channel-9, including our local sheriff. At least one 
engineer who runs up and down the mountain, carries a telephone 
lineman's handset all the time. Every quarter mile along the buried 
cable is a box you can break into and tap the right pair on the termi-
nal block. Illegal perhaps - - but worth it if your life is in danger. 

Every autumn, around here, comes hunting season. Our site is 
on State Division of Wildlife property, so at least a blaze-orange vest 
is wise. Hunters, I've found out, will shoot at virtually anything that 
moves. 

I have a couple of steadfast rules: I never go into the rear of the 
transmitter or fool around with the high voltage without ( 1 ) another 
person in the building and (2) checking, double-checking and triple-
checking to see that the power is off. Likewise, I never go further 
than five feet up the tower without someone on the ground. An extra 
person hanging around (usually a high school or college kid who's 
thrilled to work at minimum wage just to learn something about the 
mystical world of broadcasting) often comes in handy to fetch tools 
or yank cable - - but it's also inexpensive insurance. If I pull some-
thing totally stupid, I'd much rather have somebody around to call 
the paramedics than to have them find my charred body a while 
later. 

A slicker, or raincoat, and good waterproof hat are also handy 
to keep around the transmitter building. I've spent more than a 
couple of long wet minutes un-sticking a jammed beacon flasher unit 
at the base of the tower. Here in the Rockies, the sky can go from 
crystal blue clear to total deluge within the hour. Once was inside 
the building for about that length of time and couldn't hear the 
storm over the noise of the blowers. When I poked my head outside 
the door I was shocked to see acres of adobe goop - - the kind that 
the truck doesn't travel well in at all. At least with a slicker, it was a 
long but dry walk back to the pavement. 

An Eye to the Sky 

I keep a pair of binoculars at the transmitter. Besides letting me 
observe our population of eagles and elk, they're good to gaze up the 
tower to see if anything's loose or out of whack. Once I spotted some 
arcing in the power line up the mountain and saved the utility com-
pany some time and expense. 

Since the Colorado weather here is so dry, I keep a good stock 
of grease and oils on hand. Moving parts, especially heat-prone 
motor bearings, get packed faithfully once a year. 

Summertime brown dust and springtime pine pollen are diffi-
cult but not impossible to keep out. We use regular furnace filters 
on all air intakes to the building, and hospital filters on the back of 
the transmitter. They're cleaned or replaced regularly, depending 
upon the season and the level of contaminants. Keeping a positive 
pressure in the building is relatively inexpensive, but makes a re-
markable difference in the degree of dirt. A simple barn fan hooked 
to a timer or a thermostat, and housed in a homemade box with a 
security grill and filter, does the job. 

Our building floor is ( unfortunately) concrete, which breeds it's 
own dust. We never sweep the building, we always vacuum. And 
several times a year the floor gets a thorough swabbing. A non-
porous tile floor is in the budget for this year. 

A Word to the Wise 

A final couple of words to all young broadcast engineers: All the 
fancy formulas in your books and wisdom imparted from your 
instructors cannot take the place of common sense. When faced with 
that first massive breakdown, with palms and forehead sweating, 
and you've got to get the studio back on line or the big rig back on 
the air, remember this: Don't overlook logic. Or, as our consulting 
engineer says, "The electrons know where they're going, even if you 
don't." 

Two final items that should be mandatory at any transmitter 
site, no matter where it is or what the size: ( 1) A Halon fire extin-
guisher and (2) A first-aid kit. The fire extinguisher is probably 
required by code and you'd be surprised at what will burn in an all 
metal layout. The first aid kit needn't be big or fancy but it should 
have the basics. So far, in five years at this site, I've bandaged a 
consultant's finger, put an emergency splint on a bird's broken wing, 
and patched up a hunter's split toe. Hopefully, I'll never have to use 
the kit on myself. 

SILENCE 
BY DESIGN. 
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Collins 820D-2 AM TX 
By Ralph Hartwell H - KGLA 

Gretna, Louisiana 
504733-9281 

In my opinion, the Collins 820D-2 transmitter is one of the best 
AM transmitters ever built. They are quiet and relatively trouble 
free, requiring only clean air filters and an occasional wiping with a 
clean cloth to keep the finish like new. They provide a great sound-
ing signal with little trouble. KGLA has been using an 820D-2 since 
1972. However, several minor problems have surfaced over the 
years which caused some new grey hairs to appear before the rea-
sons for them were discovered. 

Intermittent Modulation Level Changes 

This one was a real head scratcher. The symptom was an 
abruptly changing modulation level with no apparent reason. At 
first, there was just a slow change in modulation level, which I 
corrected by adjusting the audio input level to the transmitter. At 
first, it was not too noticeable, and none of the listeners noticed the 
problem. The problem got worse with Ume, until after a few weeks, 
there was an occasional drop off in modulation to less than 10%. 
That got their attention - - and mine. Something had to be done! 

The problem was finally traced to the modulation control relay, 
Kl, which is located on the audio driver assembly Al Al in the 
compartment below the modulator tubes. This relay is used to 
switch a resistive pad in or out of the audio line in order to change 
the input level to the modulator when the transmitter is switched 
between high and low power (more about this pad later . . . ). Like 
many daytime stations, KGLA used only the high power position. 

Since K1 does not operate unless you change power levels, the 
contacts gradually became contaminated over the years, causing 
poor contact and varying modulation levels. This condition was 
aggravated by the intrusion of fine dust forced into the relay by the 
cooling blower for the modulator and PA tubes. The relay appears 
sealed, but actually has only a slip-on plastic cover. Vibration from 
the cabinet cooling fan and the main power contactor caused the 
contaminate film between the contacts to break down occasionally, 
causing abrupt changes in the level of modulation. 

A careful cleaning of the relay contacts restored the modulation 
level to normal. If you need to clean the relay, be careful; the relay 
contacts are small, quite fragile and break easily. Do not file the 
contacts, since they are gold plated and designed for low level sig-
nals. Removing the gold coating will result in rapid deterioration of 
the contacts and even worse problems later on. 

Low Power Modulation Adjustment 

The transmitter modulation level is adjusted by first setting the 
proper modulation level in the high power mode, then changing 
resistors in the resistive pad to reduce the audio drive when the low 
power mode is selected. This is a rather inconvenient method. The 
instruction manual gives resistor values for the pad for use at vari-
ous transmitter power levels. These values assume that exact power 
levels are used and that the impedance of the audio source is exactly 
600 ohms. 

After changing the resistors a few times, I decided that adjusting 
the modulation on low power would be much easier if I were to 
install a pot in place of the resistors. Here's how to do it: 

1) Turn off the main power circuit breakers to the transmitter. 

2) Remove the front panel which covers the RF PA and modulator 
tubes. 

3) Make sure that the high voltage interlock has killed the hie' 
voltage. 

4) Remove the three audio pad resistors and install a 1000 ohm pot 
connected between the audio input post E-5 and the ground post E-
10. I used a single turn Trimpot style unit with wire leads and a side 
adjust with a large screwdriver slot. 

5) Connect the pot wiper to the modulator input E-9. 

6) Restore the transmitter to normal operation and adjust the 
modulation while in high power operation. 

7) Shut down the transmitter and turn off the main AC breakers. 
Remove the cover over the PA and modulator tubes. 

CAUTION - THE FOLLOWING ADJUSTMENTS ARE MADE WITH 
THE HIGH VOLTAGE ON AND EXPOSED 

8) With the main power circuit breakers shut off, block up the high 
voltage interlock in the modulator tube compartment. This allows 
the high voltage to be turned on with the front safety cover removed. 

WARNING - WHEN THE TRANSMITTER IS TURNED ON, THERE 
WILL BE NO COOLING AIR SUPPLIED TO THE TUBES BECAUSE 
THE COVER IS REMOVED. 

(continued on page 11) 

Phase Perfection! 
The RIGHTRACK APC-200 Audio Phase Corrector, used as a 

production tool, can help you achieve optimal phase performance while 
dubbing from any medium. It allows you to manually optimize phase 
performance to give your station a consistently bright mono signal and 
undistorted stereo image. Material from outside sources, such as 
ad agencies, are never guaranteed to follow the same alignment 
standards. The RIGHTRACK allows you to electronically correct for 
these alignment differences.. . before they degrade your air sound. 

With a built-in three frequency oscillator and L+R/L-R metering, the 
RIGHTRACK can double as convenient in-the-rack test equipment for 
quick verification of record and playback alignment. Used with stereo 
recording cart machines the RIGHTRACK can pre-compensate for 
mechanical cartridge phase error introduced by the cart itself. Contact 
your local distributor or Broadcast Devices today for more details. 

Suggested list price: $995 

Affordable solutions for the broadcaster ... 
5 Crestview Avenue Peekskill, NY 10566 (914) 737-5032 bdi 
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Devices, Inc. 
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Collins 820D-2... (continued) 

MAKE THE MODULATION ADJUSTMENT RAPIDLY AND THEN 
SHUT OFF THE TRANSMITTER, INCLUDING THE FILAMENTS, 
TO AVOID DAMAGE TO THE TUBES. 

DO NOT OPERATE THE TRANSMITTER WITH THE COVER RE-
MOVED FOR MORE THAN 30 SECONDS AFTER FILAMENT TURN 
ON TO AVOID DAMAGE TO THE TUBES. 

9) Turn on the main AC breakers. Press FIL ON. The filaments and 
fan should come on. NOTE THAT THERE IS NO COOLING AIR TO 
THE TUBES. WORK QUICKLY BUT CAREFULLY! 

10) Adjust the low power modulation pot you just installed for the 
proper modulation level. 

11) Shut down the transmitter, turn off the AC breakers. 

12) After the plate voltage meter has fallen to zero, carefully remove 
whatever you used to block the inter-lock switch. 

13) Replace the front panel cover and make a final test of the trans-
mitter. 

While it might seem easier to drill a small hole to allow a screw-
driver to poke in and adjust the pot, be careful that you do not short 
out anything in the audio driver assembly. I like to see what my 
screwdriver is doing, so I did it the way outlined above, even though 
it requires that you operate the transmitter with the front panel 
open. 

Having the pot hidden from view also prevents unauthorized 
"adjusters" from twiddling with things. Of course, you can place the 
pot wherever it's convenient. Just remember that is is carrying 
audio, so route the leads carefully and twist them about three turns 
per inch to prevent noise and hum pickup. 

Intermittent Change in RF Drive 

The final grid drive was reading about half of the usual value. 
Re-tuning the driver would sometimes increase the drive but the 
next day or the next week, the drive would be low again. 

After a couple of weeks of this routine, I tore the driver stage 
apart and discovered that the driver transistor Q3 had silicone heat-
sink compound on the base and emitter pins. Since this stuff is a 
pretty effective insulator, it caused poor contact between the pins of 
the driver transistor and the socket, which resulted in low RF drive 
to the final PA tubes. 

Careful cleaning of the socket and transistor pins restored the 
grid drive to normal. I was careful not to use too much heat-sink 
compound - - I didn't want the trouble to happen again. 

I also had an intermittent loss of RF drive which I traced to a 
defective switch, Si, on the oscillator assembly AlA2. Cleaning the 
switch restored proper operation. 

Transmitter Refuses to Stay on Air 

There were also several occasions when the transmitter would 
not remain on the air. It would operate normally for several hours at 
a time, and then mysteriously drop off the air. All meter readings 
were normal. It turned out that a defective air vane switch would 
occasionally trip the interlock and shut the transmitter off. Installing 
a new switch fixed the problem. In order to find the problem, I had 
to run the transmitter with the rear cover off so I could watch the air 
vane. 

One day the transmitter would not stay on the air when in the 
high power mode. When the I-IP ON button was pressed, the trans-
mitter plate relay would go "klunk - klunk," on and off. I eventually 
located an intermittently defective remote control relay on the relay 
assembly board on the A3 panel. Before I discovered this, I was sure 
the HP ON switch was defective. 

Filament Voltage Regulation 

This is not really a "problem," but rather something you should 
do in order to improve the life of those tubes. At a cost of over $500 
per tube, the longer the life, the better. 

If you do not have a filament voltage regulation transformer 
installed in the transmitter, you should seriously consider installing 
one. According to the tube manufacturer, even a small increase in 
the filament voltage, above the rated value, causes a drastic reduc-
tion in the tube life - - this is detrimental to your wallet. When the 
tubes become weak, a small drop in the filament voltage will cause 
the output to decrease rapidly - - this is detrimental to your signal. A 
voltage regulator will increase tube life and improve your signal at 
he same time. 

A 250 watt Sola constant voltage transformer is just the thing. It 
will fit on the floor of the transmitter beside the power transformer. 
In fact, that's what the space was designed for! These are sometimes 
available from various surplus outlets at reasonable prices. 

Arrakis Authority --

"MODULAR" - - Configure to Meet Your Needs! 

(co rm. r7irm cm= I- 1= NI 
e „».eiziee.l.fitioiriállàà à à à 

6 INPUT MODULES - UNDER $4,000.00 

12 INPUT MODULES - UNDER $6,000.00 

18 INPUT MODULES - UNDER $9,000.00 

Northeast Broadcast Lab proudly presents: 

The new Arrakis 12,000 Series. 

We'll help you choose the proper configuration 

to meet your present need 

and provide room for future expansion. 

Get accurate advice, superior service and a paltry 

price from the Arrakis Authority. Call us today! 

NORTHEAST BROADCAST 
LAB, INC. 

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1961 

New York 
P.O. Box 1179 

S. Glens Falls, NY 12803 
Tel: 518-793-2181 
Fax: 518-793-7423 

Mid Atlantic New England 
P.O. Box 565 P.O. Box 406 

Southampton, PA 18966 Auburn, NH 03032 
Tel: 215-322-2227 Tel: 603-483-1002 
Fax: 215-953-0523 Fax: 603-483-2352 

Beat the #1* Killer 
(*Temperature Extremes Kill Transmitters) 

Ig\?5‘*pieratu• Íe 
List $195°° 

coote .Te  e°sor 
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.‘ 

TEMPSENZ :_kie NoVrÁ741:, 
<)- $139 4 _> 

While Supply m _le — 
z;ir Lasts lir‘ 

• Works With Any Remote Control A ' W 

• Constantly Monitors Transmitter Temperature 

• Easy to Install and Calibrate 

arrett associates, inc. 
BROADCAST • AUDIO EQUIPMENT 

(619) 433-5600 (800) 748-5553 
(continued on page 12) 
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Collins 820D-2... (continued) 

There are two types of constant voltage transformers available: 
the type CVN ( usually the cheaper version), and the CVS. Either on 
will work, but the CVS is the better choice since it has a lower 
harmonic content in the output waveform. If you buy a surplus 
transformer, be sure to get one that does not have PCBs in the 
capacitors used in the transformer. 

If you have installed a type CVN transformer, you should use a 
true RMS voltmeter to make the final filament adjustment. If you 
have installed a type CVS, you can use any AC voltmeter. 

Measure the filament voltage at the sockets of the modulator 
and final tubes. Do not measure the voltage at the terminals of the 
filament voltage transformers, as there is a voltage drop through the 
wires and RF filters in the bottom of the exciter cabinet due to the 
high current required by the tubes. Adjust A I R8 for the modulators, 
and AlR7 for the finals. 

Be very careful when making the adjustments. the filament 
voltage rheostats are are in series with the primary of the transform-
ers, and the the rheostats are mounted close to the screen voltage 
power supply. SAFETY FIRST - DEATH IS PERMANENT. The 
rheostats have no knobs on them, which makes them difficult to 
adjust. A trip to Radio Shack will get you a couple of plastic knobs 
about an inch or so in diameter. Install them and do it the safe way. 

With the filament breaker on and the plate breaker off, press 
the FIL ON button and then adjust the voltage measured at the tube 
sockets to a value of 9.5 VAC ±0.1 volts. 

NOTE: When measuring the filament voltage on the finals, be 
careful that the RF from the driver stage does not cause errors in 
the meter readings. This is likely to happen if the meter you are 
using has a rectifier in it. If that does happen, detune the driver 
tuning capacitor, or carefully pull the crystal out of the oscillator. If 
you do not have a second crystal installed, you may switch to the 
unused crystal position. 

After making filament voltage adjustment, measure the voltages 
at the pins of both of the PA and modulator tubes again. The PA 
tubes should have filament voltages within ±0.15 volts of each 
other. The modulator tubes, likewise, should have filament voltages 
that are close to each other. A larger voltage difference may indicate 
a defective cathode in the tube with the higher filament voltage, but 
more than likely the trouble is a poor connection on one of the RF 
filters in the filament leads. These are screw connections, and easy 
to check. 

Tube Life 

Tube manufacturers say that the ultimate life of a properly 
operated tube, such as the 5-500A used in the 820D-2 transmitter, 
is basically limited by the number of hours of available filament life. 
It does not matter whether the plate supply is on or not. 

Therefore, there is no reason to turn the filaments on for an 
extended period of time before sign-on, just to "warm up" the trans-
mitter; nor is there any reason to leave them on after sign-off. Doing 
so just uses up valuable life of the tubes. The cooling in the 820D-2 
is good enough so that about a minute after pressing the PLATE 
OFF button, the filaments may be shut down also. 

Are The Tubes Still Good? 

It's easy to change the tubes when they quit entirely, but how do 
you tell if they are getting a bit weak? After a few tries, I discovered a 
simple but effective way to check them. 

The modulator seems to be harder on the tubes than the PA 
stage is; I have had to replace more tubes in the modulator than in 
the PA stage. It was while trying to determine if a modulator tube 
was bad that I figured out how to check them. 

The tube to be tested must be placed in one of the modulator 
positions. There must be a tube in the other modulator socket to 
prevent the filament voltage from increasing due to the reduced load 
from a missing tube. 

Be careful not to break the cooling chimneys for the tubes. The 
transmitter cannot run without them. If you don't have a spare 
chimney, order one. They usually get broken when cleaning the 
transmitter or changing the tubes. 

1) Turn the modulator bias controls fully CCW This should reduce 
the modulator cathode current to a very low level. 

NOTE: WHILE THE TEST CAN BE MADE AT EITHER THE 250, 
500 OR 1000 WATT LEVEL, THE 500 WATT POSITION IS THE 
BEST. TESTS MADE AT THE 1000 WATT LEVEL WILL DAMAGE 
THE TUBES UNLESS COMPLETED RAPIDLY. 

2) With the tube to be tested in position, and the transmitter on, 
observe the modulator cathode current. 

3) Rapidly turn the modulator bias pot, for the tube to tested, fully 
CW. This reduces the bias to a minimum and the tube will draw a 

(continued on page 13) 

Blank Cassettes... 
Perfect for Demo Spots 

BASF Pure Chrome 

Shape Precision see-thru shell 

in quantities of: 

C-5 's 

C-10's 

C-15's 

50 

$.53 ea. 

$.58 ea. 

$.63 ea. 

100 

$.46 ea. 

$.50 ea. 

$.54 ea. 

Custom lengths are also available 

BASF LHD Normal Bias 

Michelex German made shells 

in quantities of: 

50 

C-5's $.49 ea. 

C- 10's $.53 ea. 

C-15's $.58 ea. 

100 

$.42 ea. 

$.46 ea. 

3.50 ea. 

PHONE: (507) 288-7711 

FAX:(507)288-4531 

Tom Jones Recording Studios 

220 South Broadway 
Rochester, Minnesota 55904 

DIAL-UP 
REMOTE CONTROL 
Isn't Expensive Anymore. 

[But our introductory price of $899 won't last much longer.) 

A dial-up remote control not only allows flexible operation 
but it can actually pay for itself in cost savings. However, 
until now, dial-up RC's were expensive and included features 
you may have not needed. Now, Sine Systems offers an 
alternative: an expandable system that permits as few as 8 or 
as many as 64 channels of telemetry and control. And, thanks 
to our simple, "no frills" design and the very latest in 
microprocessor technology, the cost of saving money has 
never been less. Please call or write and we'll mail or fax 
information which describes our innovative system and tells 
how you can operate our demo "transmitter" facility from your 
own telephone. 

Whether you need a primary remote control, a back-up for 
your existing RC, or you simply want your own private "back 
door" to the transmitter, our system may be your best choice. 
Pick up the phone! The RFC-1 is in stock and just a phone call 
away! 

Available soon from your favorite equipment dealer. 

To order 

or for more 
information call: 

1-615-228-3500 

FEEbYSTEIMi  
3704 Inglewood Cit. S. 

Nashville. TN 97216-3310 

RFC-1 Remote Control: 
introductory price until 7-3149  $899.00 
beginning 8-1-89  $999.00 

RP-8 Relay/Telemetry Panel: 
(one needed per 8 channels of control/telemetry) 
assembled  $299.00 
kit  $220.00 
PC board  $60.00 

AFS-1 Dual Channel Audio Failsafe:   $249.00 
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Collins 820D-2... (continued) 

lot of current and will overheat rapidly. QUICKLY read the modula-
tor current meter and then turn the bias control fully CCW. 

4) The tube should show at least 0.5 Amperes of current when the 
bias control is fully CW. If it does not show that much current, it will 
not be capable of full output. The tubes will begin to show increased 
distortion and the modulation will begin to lose clarity. 

There's Got To Be An Easier Way To Adjust the Modulator 

Well, there is. You can set the modulator bias adjustments in 
about 30 seconds. Start by turning both modulator bias pots fully 
CCW for minimum modulator current. Then adjust modulator bias 
#1 for a reading of 0.175 Amps ( 3.5 scale divisions). Now, adjust 
modulator bias #2 for a reading of 0.300 Amps (6 scale divisions). 

If both tubes show the same orange-red color on the plates, 
you're done. If they don't, then one of the tubes is probably weaker 
than the other. 

NOTE: It is normal for the tubes to show uneven heating on the 
plates, as they age. 

Since the emission of the cathode does not decrease evenly with 
time, you should test all your tubes ( including spares and used 
tubes) as outlined above and put the best two in the modulator 
stage. This transmitter will work with weaker tubes in the RF final 
than it will in the modulator. 

In an attempt to extend the life of the modulator tubes, some 
engineers set the bias at a lower level than specified in the instruc-
tion manual. Tests with a distortion analyzer will quickly show that 
this results in increased distortion. It also results in increased 
listener fatigue. Use the values shown in the instruction manual and 
keep your listeners happy. 

The modulator drive adjustment may be set up rapidly with the 
use of a function generator and an oscilloscope. Feed a 1 kHz tri-
angle waveform into the transmitter at a level sufficient for 90% 
modulation. The oscilloscope should be connected to monitor the 
RF envelope of the transmitter. 

Adjust the modulator drive controls for the straightest sides on 
the modulation envelope. One control will adjust the slope of the 
negative modulation, and the other control will adjust the slop of the 
positive modulation. 

If there is visible distortion in the waveform after attempting 
this adjustment, then there is probably a defective modulator tube 
in the transmitter. However, before changing tubes, try adjusting the 
bias controls slightly and see if that improves the situation. The 
waveform should remain uniform for any level of modulation from 
0% to 125%, if the tubes are OK. 

Cleanliness 

The transmitter is cooled by a cabinet fan which pulls outside 
air through a filter in the rear of the cabinet. The filter is out of 
sight, and therefore often forgotten until it is so dirty it becomes 

A-MAZE (à-máze) 

HIGH DEFINITION IMPROVEMENT 
For any existing processing chain plus... 
separation enhancement. 

TRI-MAZE 

completely clogged. This can be fatal to the modulator and PA tubes, 
since the blower for the tubes draws its air from inside the cabinet. 

When the filter becomes clogged, the blower sucks dust and 
dirt from under the transmitter and deposits in all over the inside. 
Some of the dirt will get stuck on the squirrel-cage in the blower 
and reduce the airflow to the tubes over a long period of time. Dust 
and dirt will also accumulate in the exciter and modulator driver 
cabinets. 

If the filter is clogged, then hot air exhausted from the top of 
the transmitter will be drawn back down through the output tuning 
network and recirculated thorough the tube cooling blower. This 
overheats the tubes and reduces their life. 

The filter should be changed at regular intervals. If you can see 
dust on the back ( outlet) side of the filter, that means that the dust 
has penetrated all the way through the filter. The filter is "used up," 
and will allow dust to pass through it, and into the transmitter. 
Replace it with a good quality filter, and keep a box of spare filters 
available. If you have them on hand, it's much easier to remember 
to replace them often. 

If you can talk the GM into it, buy one of the Newtron brand 
electrostatic air filters and install it on the transmitter. While you're 
at it, order one for the studio air conditioner too. It will remove all 
that cigarette smoke from the air. 

The Newtron Brand filters are the same size as the regular 
throw-away filters, and are a simple drop-in replacement. These 
filters do not use any electricity to power them, but use the friction 
of the air passing through the filter to generate the static electricity 
required to energize the filter and trap dust particles. They work 
quite well and, although they are expensive, they are washable and 
will last for many years, if treated correctly. 

If you cannot locate one of the Newtron filters locally, call the 
factory at (800) 543-9149, or you can write to them at Newtron 
Products Inc., 3874 Virginia Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio, 45227. 

About once a year you should open up the transmitter and 
clean it out thoroughly. MAKE SURE YOU KILL THE AC POWER AT 
THE FUSEI30X BEFORE GOING INTO THE TRANSMITTER CABI-
NET. Remove any deceased vermin and insect bodies. Vacuum out 
dust and lint which seems to collect in the corners. Clean the cabi-
net fan blades and check the squirrel-cage of the tube cooling 
blower for dirt. Clean it if necessary. Use a damp rag and wipe off 
the film of dust adhering to components inside the transmitter. 

The inside of the output network enclosure does not get too 
dirty unless stuff has fallen into it from the top of the transmitter. 
Check inside and if everything looks OK leave it alone. If you clean 
inside, be sure not to disturb any connection on the coils. Replace 
all the rear panel screws when you replace the panel. This is neces-
sary to ensure that the shielding is correct between the sections of 
the output network for harmonic suppression. 

If necessary, remove the front control panel to remove the plate 
current meter and clean the face of the meter. It collects quite a bit 
of dust since the high voltage goes directly to this meter. This is 
usually needed about once a year or so, in most environments. 

MIC-MAZE 

HIGH DEFINITION MIC PROCESSING 
Plus ... program gain riding: STL, AM and 
SCA processing. 

FM STEREO, NRSC AM, OR TV 
THE ULTIMATE IN FLEXIBILITY AND PERFORMANCE 

Chnot 11, hind.;) inc 
42 Elaine Street • R.R. 1 • Thompson, Connecticut 06277 • (203) 935-9066 • (203) 935-9242 
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BTF-20E Troubles and 
Other Tidbits 

By Alan Roycroft - Broadcast Services Inc. 

Honolulu, Hawaii 

These transmitters came on the market when there was very 

little else available and they did carry the magic nameplate. How-

ever, they contain some extremely poor ideas for any year and can 

be compared with the AM styles of that time such as the BTA-10U, 
for example (a bird of a different tale). 

First let's consider the least of the BTF-20E's problems. PA 

tuning is achieved by two sets of plates, tuning and loading. The 
fixed plates are light gauge pressed steel about 20 inches long, 

fastened to the inside of a flimsy cabinet. Minor and major troubles 

usually start after a transmitter has been moved without using the 

original crate, has been standing on an uneven floor surface, has 
had sloppy maintenance, or even if there is a "R" in the month. 

The result is either binding by too much tuning finger-stock 

tension on the moving plate or burning of the finger-stock by insuffi-

cient tension. The finger-stock on the moving plates should ride 

easily over the length of the fixed plates with a firm and even ten-

sion. If you see either of the two conditions, slacken the screws 

securing the fixed plates to the cabinet and then slacken the screws 
holding the cabinet panels in place. Rock the cabinet gently so it 

assumes a shape that forms to he floor and re-tighten the cabinet 

panels firmly. Carefully examine the the fixed tuning plates with a 
straight edge. If worn places are evident, remove them and have the 

plates milled and re-plated, or buy new panels. Do not leave worn or 
twisted tuning panels in place. 

Carefully re-mount the tuning panels, using shimming washers 

if necessary. Examine the slides carrying the moving plates, for 

similar out of line condition, and reassemble using new finger-stock 
if there is any sign of wear or burning. 

Lubricate the crack drive mechanism and insure that there is 

no stiffness and that the finger-stock is precisely at the same tension 
over the full range. If there is too much tension, you will ( apart from 

damaging the stock) experience stripping of the square acme thread 

on the fiber rods. The first RCA threaded rods were brown and 
involved camels is some way or other. Next came a black material 

that I definitely do know to be yak droppings from Outer Mongolia. 

Finally came a white material that I heard did involve polar bears 
near Hudson Bay. Whatever - - the result was always the same. 

There are now a number of high-temp lube sprays on the market 

that can be used on the fixed plates. All of this is child's play com-
pared with what follows. 

Let's turn to some basic principles of vacuum tubes. Triodes 
are constant voltage generators; tetrodes and pentodes are constant 

current generators. Using a steady grid drive, a steady output volt-
age will develop which is almost constant when the load, be it a 

speaker or antenna, is disconnected. In fact, you are provided 
automatically with a modulation transformer and modulation reac-

tor tester IF TRIODE MODULATORS ARE USED. Simply disconnect 

the modulation reactor connection feeding the final RF tube (yes, we 
are discussing AM for a moment). Lower the modulation level con-

trol to zero and turn on the plate supply. There will be no PA plate 
current, a slightly higher grid current in the final and slightly higher 

modulator idle current. We are going to gradually raise the modula-

tion control on the limiter while observing the modulator plate 
current. If you do have shorted turns on the mod transformer or 

reactor, the modulator plate current will swing wildly. Run the 
modulation control up to, but not beyond, its regular position and 

then turn the plate off. This full drive test should not take more than 

a couple of seconds. If you have good components, the modulator 

plate current will swing around the idle current value, dipping up 
and down by about 10%. 

New tetrodes and pentodes with a steady grid drive will en-

deavor to maintain a constant signal current in the output, irrespec-
tive of the value of the load. In the 20E final, which is properly 

tuned and loaded, there will be a signal current of about 2.5 Amps, 

in an impedance of about 3,000 ohms. You can now use ohms law 
table to guess the approximate voltage which changes drastically 

with plate tuning. A little high, but RCA took care of this with careful 
component layout, along with an anti-corona shield covering the 

bottom of the cavity, using the best acrylic that Woolworth can sell. 
(continued on page 15) 

Little Noisemaker. 

mu% a-et-raffles 

This little gray box is about to have a big effect on the way you 
test your audio equipment. 

No longer will you have to bother with individual tones to set 
proper audio levels. With Delta's SNG-1 Stereo Noise Generator 
you can make a variety of tests with true stereo noise, all at the flip 
of a switch. 

You'll get a much more realistic view of what your equipment 
is doing. Whether you prefer white, pink, or USASI noise spectra, 
the SNG-1 provides it, in both continuous and pulsed output modes. 

Say goodbye to hit or miss processor adjustments using varying 
program material. The award-winning SNG-1 spans the entire frequency 
range, so you'll cover the highs, the lows, and everything in between. 

The external gate input permits an infinite variety of pulse 
shapes and durations so you can test your equipment to the absolute 

fullest. For standalone convenience simply switch to the internal 
pulse mode. 

With the SNG-1 you'll always get an accurate and repeatable 
standard to base your measurements on. And for only $495, there's 
no bigger value. 

To discover how the Little Noisemaker can help you in a big 
way, call or write today. And be sure to ask for your free copy of 
Delta's Noise Primer, "Employ Some Noise." Delta Electronics, Inc., 
5730 General Washington 
Drive, P.O. Box 11268, 
Alexandria, VA 22312. 

Phone: ( 703) 354-3350, 
FAX: ( 703) 354-0216, 
Telex: 90-1963. 

The Above Standard 
Industry Standard. 

11\ DELTA ELECTRONICS  itk 

© 1989 Delta Electronics, Inc. 
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RCA BTF-20E... (continued) STL Dish RF Radiation 
Now please imagine that a set of finger-stock riding on the 

tuning or loading plate does not make full contact. We have recently 
"retuned" the final, placing the fingers on a corroded part of the 

fixed plate. Those fingers that do make contact cannot carry all the 
tank current and simply heat up or melt away. Or, a bullet between 
antenna bays has been burning for some weeks and you could 
always correct the slightly changed plate conditions by gimmying the 

loading control - - or, when the rigger replaced the Heliax connector 
last week, he did not fully engage the male bullet in to the bottom of 
the transformer - - or, there had always been a poor VSWR condi-
tion in he antenna since you first arrived. Any one of these could 
cause major trouble, evidenced by a loud CRACK . . . and flames 
licking around the PA cavity door followed by chocking black 

smoke. 

All you can do is stand outside and wait for the flames to die 
away (about 8 minutes) and for the cabinet to cool off ( about 20 
minutes), so that you can view what's left. No amount of switching 
off, buckets of water, or fancy extinguishers, will help. The acrylic 
panel will take over. There is only one thing more spectacular than a 
20E fire, and that is a 40E fire with both cabinets going at the same 

time. 

Loss of antenna load has allowed the plate impedance to rise at 

least four-fold and with all that I2R jazz, you had a plate signal 
voltage that hit the well thought out anti-corona panel where it lived. 

You've been to a 20E roast, so what now? My personal recom-
mendations are, first, offer what parts you have left to someone 

down the band and look in the "transmitter for sale" for a good 
grounded-grid triode unit. If management insists on a re-build, buy 
parts - - thousands of dollars worth, and go to a glass shop and 
fabricate a replacement cover than will anti-corona a later arc-over. 

This brings us to the condition of the coax and the antenna. I 

would spread it all over the yard and check each little item. To 
make matters more vulnerable, RCA did their best jobs on the SWR 
meter and safety switch (a combination of the regular SWR meter 
and the "shadow tuning" device that was featured on some radio of 

the thirties). When an SWR problem comes up, a vane moves over 
the face of an exciter lamp, allowing a photo-cell to see the lamp, 
opening or closing contacts, shutting off the plate supply. Unfortu-
nately, RCA got the horse in the wrong cart. When the inaccessible 
exciter bulb burns out, all conditions of "normal" appear. I doubt 

that more than 50% of these SWR units are working, on all the 20Es 
in use. I also know of one that was bypassed because it would shut 

down the rig for no good reason. 

The model number may be incorrect - - it should be BTF-18E. 
Anyone that has managed to get 19.9 kw out of these beasts, needs a 

new wattmeter or sampling condition. 

By Keith Ericson - KOSI-FM 

Denver Colorado 

303-696-1714 

In these days of non-ionizing RF radiation hazard sensitivities 
by all concerned, I thought it might be prudent to investigate just 
how dangerous the field in and around our STL dishes might be. 

There is some reason to be concerned. 

While it is quite safe to remain behind the STL dish, being out 
in front of the dish is quite a different story. For many of you that 

may not be a reality if it is tower mounted, but if you have the dish 
mounted on a roof and can walk in front of it - - beware! 

The density of the field in front of the dish is dependent on the 
amount of power fed to the dish. 10 Watts can generate a hazardous 

power density depending upon the size of the dish. There is an area 
in front of the dish in the near field of the antenna where the maxi-
mum power density occurs. This is approximately halfway from the 

dish surface to the point where the far field is fully formed. It is 
obviously a broad area, not just a definite point. 

The far field is also known as the Fraunhofer zone and is the 
area where field intensity starts to drop at the normal inverse 
square law vs distance rate. Let's look at the fields we can expect in 

front of those dishes. 

10 Watts @ 950 mHz - Applied to Dish Feed 

Dish Diameter Distance to Max. Pwr. Density Max. Field in mW/cm2 

4 feet 

6 feet 

8 feet 

10 feet 

3.5 feet 

7 feet 

14 feet 

21 feet 

3.2 

1.6 

0.8 

0.5 

Keep in mind that numerous RF hazard studies have been done 
in the vicinity of 960 mHz, in the ISM band. The fields at the sides 

of the dish are approximately 10dB down from the point of maxi-
mum density while those behind are down 20dB. Anytime there are 

fields above lmw/cm2, there is cause for concern. 

(Material derived from Sept. 1985, Communications News, 
pages 29-33, by Charles McMurrow of Booz, Allen & Hamilton) 

Introducing FM ModMinder'" 
from Modulation Sciences 

The 

Un 
Processor. 

MinN/ get more modulation, use less process-
g, and stay within FCC limits. Another 

"miracle processor?" No: FM ModMinder, The 
UnProcessor, doesn't alter your signal in any 
way. It gives you a new, more correct measure 
of modulation. 

By current FCC standards, your modula-
tion monitor is making you set RMS modula-
tion lower than need be, because it registers 
overmodulation on brief overshoots that it 
should ignore. FM ModMinder tracks only the 
longer "events" that the FCC really cares 
about. So you can boost modulation by up to 
3 dB with moderate processing. Or back off 
on "nail-it-to-the-wall" processing without 
losing max loudness. You'll be proud of your 
signal, and you'll still be legal—we've got 

proof. And you won't have to junk your mod-
ulation monitor to use the right measuring 
method—FM ModMinder works with any 
stereo-capable demodulator. 

FM ModMinder will change the rules of 
the 1990's "processing wars." But there is 
one catch: Demand for ModMinder will soon 
exceed supply. So if you want to get a jump 
on the competition, jump on this revolution-
ary product now. Call 800-826-2603 toll-free 
for full info and specs on The UnProcessor— 
FM ModMinder from Modulation Sciences. 

modulation sciences, inc. 
115 Myrtle Avenue • Brooklyn, NY 11201 
Tel 718-625-7333 • Fax 718-260-8286 

modulation sciences 

mod 
minder 

0 

0 
o 

o o 

• 
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Ron Radio Communications, Inc. 
P.O. Box 201 Brightwaters, NY 11718 

We specialize in High Schools 8z Colleges... 
▪ Tri-Maze NRSC AM Processor (The best AM 
processor on the market $ 1,595 
• Hnat Hindes Mike Maze (Your DJs will Love 

this box ) $649 

51 Hnat Hindes CP-2013 Composite AGC Processor 
'The Hottest Audio Processor On the Market" $ 89  

• Energy Onix FM Transmitters to 60 KW 

Call Ron Radio For All Your Equipment Needs. 

8 0 — 6 6 6 — 3 5 2 5 

(802) 226-7582 

FAX: 802-226-7738 

COMMERCIAL RADIO COMPANY 
Transmitter Parts for: RCA, Gates, Collins 

Non-PCB Filter and Mica Transmitting Capacitors 

DUTTONSVILLE SCHOOL DRIVE 

DANIEL W . C HURCHI LL CAVENDISH. VT 05142 

SEARCHFM - SOFTWARE 
Professional MSDOS Broadcast Software. 

SEARCHFM, QCHANNEL, EDFM, SEARCHTV 

With monthly FCC database pool service. 

Doug Vernier, Broadcast Consultant 

1600 Picturesque Dr. 

Cedar Falls, IA 50613 

319 266-7435 

FM Study for Your PC 
Fast, precise, and cost effective! 

Monthly data base updates available. 

Call CDI Today to Request a Free 
Fully Operational Demo Copy 

Communications Data Inc. 
6105E Arlington Blvd. 

Falls Church, VA 22044 
(703) 534-0034 

Radio Guide 
July, 1989 Volume 2 - Issue 7 
Mail to: Radio Guide 511 18th Street SE 

Rochester, MN 55904 

Fill out the information below, and then circle the numberof any 
manufacturer from which you would like additional information. 

1 - Television Technology 

2 - Henry Engineering 
3 - Bradley Broadcast 

4 - lnovonics 

5 - Ramko Research 

6 - Dataworld 

7 - Hallikainen & Friends 

8 - Econco 

9 - Kahn Communications 
10 - 3M - ITC 

11 - Broadcast Audio 

12 - CRL Systems 

13 - RAM Broadcast Systems 

14 - Broadcast Devices 

15 - J-Squared 

16 - Northeast Broadcast Lab 

17 - Barrette Associates 
18 - Tom Jones Recording 

20 - Sine Systems 

21 - Hnat Hindes 

22 - Delta Electronics 

23 - Modulation Sciences 

24 - Stanley Broadcast Engineering 

25 - Communication Data Inc. 
26 - Northern Magnetics 
27 - Ron Radio 

28 - Owl Engineering 

29 - Commercial Radio Co. 

30 - Doug Vernier Broadcast 

31 - Freeland Products 

32 - Brentlinger Broadcast 

Name   

Company   

Address   

City   

State  Zip  Phone  

FCC's Engineering 

AM, FM and TV Data Bases 
On floppy (or) 9-track tape 

Call today to request a free sample 

Communication Data Inc. 

6105 E. Arlington Blvd. 
Falls Church, VA 22044 

703-534-0034 

SBE STANLEY BROADCAST 

ENGINEERING 

James S. Stanley 

Engineering Consultant 

P.O. Box 24601 

Tempe, AZ 85282 (602) 264-8752 

NORTHERN 
MA GNETICS 
CERTIFIED TAPE HEAD SERVICES 

Northern Magnetics is an industry leader in the 
supply and service of tape heads and tape head 
products. 

P.O. Box 16409 
Minneapolis, MN 55416 

Phone: (612) 333-3071 
Telex: 1561238 MPS UT 

FAA Repair Station # C14-57 

BRENTLINGER 
BROADCAST 
ENGINEERING, INC.  

Charles Jayson Brenllinger 
President 

COMPl'TERI7 ENGISTERIN'G REPORTS I .41.1 OC 4 TIO•: sn'ples 

A 40, 44. A 41 DIR EC TIONA LS•AVOIO•STI.•SA TELL, TE COMM UNICATIOVS 

4338 East Aroma Drive' Phoenix. Ari:ona 85032 • (602)867-0181 

Tube Rebuilding 
Freeland Products 

- We Buy Duds - Since 1940 
Save About 50% 

800-624-7626 
504-893-1243 

Fax 504-892-7323 

Including for TV 
RCA Cermolox and UHF Klystrons 

Consulting Communications 
Engineers 

• FCC Data Bases 
• FCC Applications and Field 
Engineering 

• Frequency Searches and 
Coordination 

• AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV 

OWL ENGINEERING, INC. 
• 

1306 W. County Road. F, 
St. Paul, MN 55112 

(812)631-1338 -Member AFCCE" 
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